
Mobility is changing the world, enabling immediate access 
to everything. Give your workers the tools to do anything, 
anywhere and anytime - and then watch your company 
succeed. SOTI manages your whole mobile enterprise - 
devices, apps, content and security. We take care of  
your mobility, so you can take your business to  
endless possibilities. 

SOTI.net 

Taking Mobility to 
Endless Possibilities

Enterprise Mobility Management



Enterprise mobility is central to an overall IT strategy to accommodate a fundamental shift towards 
connecting people, processes, and endpoints that need to be managed with a consistent set of  
security and privacy policies. 

SOTI recognizes that mobility management is not one size fits all. Enterprises have different deployment 
requirements, and SOTI offers a flexible solution that can accommodate all models of enterprise mobility 
deployment.

Extending Mobility Across Your Entire Business

Do more with SOTI MobiControl

Manage All Devices from  
a Single Pane of Glass 
 
 SOTI unifies mobility management from a single management console, 
removing the complexity from managing a multi-OS, multi-vendor, and  
multi-purpose mobile ecosystem.  

• Customers
• Employers
• Contractors
• Partners

• Android
• iOS
• Windows

• Email
• Calendar
• Apps
• Content
• Services

• PCs
• Tablets
• Smartphones
• Scanners
• Smart Peripherals
• Wearables

Endpoints OSProcessesUsers 

• BYOD: Employee-Owned
• Corporate-liable: Corporate-owned / Personally-Enabled
• Line of Business Corporate-owned purpose-built and 

consumer devices

• On-Premise Solution
• Subscription in the SOTI Cloud



Advanced Mobility Management  
for Business Transformation

Express Enrollment 
Deliver over-the-air device configurations for email, WiFi, VPN, content and enterprise applications at 
a granular level based on various criteria including device properties and custom attributes/data and 
more. 

 
 

Remote Control & Remote View 
Provide live, real-time support with the fastest and most reliable interactive remote control of  
Android and Windows devices for optimal helpdesk capability and troubleshooting. Remote view  

and advanced device management is available for iOS devices.  

Lower Total Cost of Ownership with Rapid  
“Out-of-the-Box” Staging and Provisioning  

Get devices online in minutes with a simple barcode scan. Rapid provisioning with integrated 
MobiControl Stage gets employees productive sooner.  

Zero-Touch Configuration and Management  
of Smart Peripherals
Quick device provisioning and remote support for connected peripherals. SOTI offers the industry’s 
tightest integration with connected printers and other peripheral devices, minimizing downtime with 
the ability to manage device profiles and new devices remotely.

 

Mobile Content Management 
Secure access to corporate content any time, and from any location.  SOTI provides two options for 
delivering secure content management with SOTI hub (app-based) and SOTI’s Secure Content Library 
(directly within MobiControl agent).  Simple configuration, flexible policy management and robust 
security gives peace-of-mind that corporate content is safely deployed to managed mobile devices. 

Advanced Security Management  

Configurable lockdown policies with Kiosk Mode allow administrators to block use of the operating 
system by replacing the device home screen with a customizable screen that limits users to select 
applications only. And if a device is lost or stolen, IT Admins, or even the user can remotely lock, wipe 
or locate the device. 



SOTI is a proven product innovator and EMM Industry leader. Over 15,000 customers across 170 countries  
rely on SOTI for their mobility needs. We empower the enterprise to take mobility to endless possibilities.

SOTI Android™ + Technology
As an example of industry leadership, SOTI collaborated with key device hardware manufacturers to develop 
Android+. This was an industry first - harmonizing device management features and unifying policies across 
multiple manufacturers. SOTI has developed strong partnerships with over 70 leading Android OEMs to 
deliver a consistent device management framework and help reduce Android fragmentation. 

Android for Work
Android for Work (AfW) is Google’s EMM platform that enables the development of managed, secure 
business applications. Android for Work powered by SOTI provides a dedicated workspace with full OS-
level encryption to securely separate business and personal data and applications on Android tablets and 
smartphones. Containerization lets personal data stay private, and corporate data remains secure.

Apple® iOS Device Enrollment Program
SOTI support for Apple’s Device Enrolment Program (DEP) makes it easy for IT administrators to streamline 
large deployments of iOS devices. Upon enrollment, each device is automatically configured with the 
required account settings, apps, proxies and VPN settings. You will save money by minimizing downtime  
with the ability to easily manage device profiles and new devices remotely.

Samsung™ KNOX
Samsung KNOX technology solves the challenge of managing both personal and corporate data on 
Samsung devices. Samsung KNOX advanced containerization technology segments personal and corporate 
application, data and content at the OS level. SOTI enables IT to manage the corporate side of the device to 
open the door for powerful features such as VPN for secure communications, single sign-on authentication 

and data leakage protection within the container.

Windows 10®

SOTI has been managing all versions of Windows devices since they first debuted in 1996. We were the first 
to provide device management for rugged Windows CE devices, and today we are an industry leader for 
the business mobility management of all Windows devices, including Windows 10. SOTI takes advantage of 
Windows 10’s expanded palette of MDM capabilities to deliver industry-leading EMM solution for all Windows 
devices; smartphones, tablets, laptops and desktop computers. It is the EMM solution of choice to optimize 
efficiency and take charge of your Windows business mobility deployment.
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SOTI Seamlessly  
Manages Multiple  
Devices and  
Operating 
Systems

SOTI makes it easy to manage mobile devices and their applications, content and security. It 
doesn’t matter what make, model or operating system, our Enterprise Mobility Management 
(EMM) solution takes the complexity out of mobility management. 

SOTI.net 


